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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present our implementation of physically-based simulation of hair strips. We used a
mass-spring model followed by a hybrid approach where particle systems and the method of clustering
of hair strands are employed. All the forces related to springs are implemented: gravity, repulsions
from collisions (head and ground), absorption (ground only), frictions (ground and air), internal spring
frictions. Real-time performance is achieved for physically-based simulation of hair strips and promising
results in terms of the realistic hair behavior and hair rendering are obtained.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Hair is very important to create natural looking vir-
tual characters. However, producing realistic looking
hair is one of the most challenging problems in com-
puter graphics. There are approximately 100,000 to
150,000 individual hair strands to simulate on the scalp
of a human head. Besides, different hairs have different
colors and varying degrees of waviness and thickness.
These complexities and the number of hair strands on
the head create difficulties for generating a formulation
for modeling and simulating hair [HT00, LK01]. There
are three main aspects of simulating hair: hair mod-
eling, hair animation (dynamics), and hair rendering.
There are various approaches to hair modeling, dynam-
ics and rendering such as the explicit models, particle
systems [BCN03], volumetric textures, cluster models
and hair as a fluid etc. A detailed survey and discussion
on the state of the art in these aspects can be found in
Hadap et al. [HT00].

Each individual hair strand interacts with its en-
vironment. From a dynamics point of view, most
important interactions occur with the head, the body
itself, and the other strands. Strands are also respon-
sive to the external forces such as the movement of the
head, collisions with obstacles, the wind and the forces
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created by the static electricity, etc. All these interac-
tions have to be simulated for each strand to achieve
realistic hair behavior and accurate and smooth anima-
tion. Since the number of strands is very large we need
somehow to simplify physical formulas for the motion
of the hair and fast and high-quality collision detec-
tion mechanisms to be able to do the simulation in real-
time [KH00, KH01, CJY02].

2 OUR WORK
In this paper we are mainly concerned with the dynam-
ics and rendering aspects of human hair simulation. We
used a mass-spring model for implementing hair dy-
namics and followed a hybrid approach where particle
systems and the cluster model are used.

Hair Modeling and Rendering

Human hair may be modeled in strips (clusters) but
this somehow results in less realistic images. How-
ever, increasing the number of the strips may solve
this problem. The more strips you create, the bet-
ter you approximate the hair. Of course, the bet-
ter you approximate the hair, the more calculations
are needed for the physically-based simulation of the
hair [WLL�03, YXWY00, KH01].

The rendering of hair involves dealing with hair
color and texture, shadows, specular highlights, vary-
ing degrees of transparency, and anti-aliasing. Mainly,
we only used strips to visualize the hair realistically in
our implementation. An alpha blended texture, which
is used to make the strips that has randomized tips, is
mapped onto the patches that were created on the fly
from top to bottom of each hair strip. The texture and
the method we used is the same as in [KH01]. Since
we mainly concentrated on the dynamics and rendering
of the hair, no hair style was applied. However, some
curliness was given to the strands by procedural meth-
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Figure 1: The angular spring model for hair strands (a)
and the linear spring representation of the correspond-
ing model (b).

ods. The connection points of hairs are determined by
using the tools 3ds max 4.2 and Milkshape3D.

Hair Dynamics

A simple mass-spring system for an individual hair’s
dynamics includes a damping factor that is used to
calculate the bending stiffness. To be able to simu-
late the bending stiffness and elasticity of each hair
strand, we may see the hair as an oriented parti-
cle system as shown in Figure 1 where each spring
constant affects both bending and stretching of the
strand [iAUK92, RCT91, HT01]. The effects of the
bending stiffness and collision with the head is shown
in Figure 2.

The spirals shown at each particle position repre-
sents the angular springs. This is used to obtain the
bending stiffness needed for each hair strand. How-
ever, linear springs are used to represent those angular
springs for uniformity and performance. Linear repre-
sentations of angular springs supply bending and tor-
sion effects. We used springs with relatively lower
spring constants and lower internal friction constants
in their implementation. Thus, some other springs are
connectedwith particles such that each particle also has
a connection with the particle next to its neighbor.

The implemented forces, which have an impact on
the motion of the hair strands, are spring forces, grav-
ity, repulsions from collisions (head and ground), ab-
sorption (ground only), friction (ground and air), and
internal spring frictions.

Although the cantilever dynamics and collisions of
each hair strand with the body are within the reach
of current computing power, modeling the complex
hair-to-hair interactions is still a challenge [iAUK92,
RCT91, KH01, KH00]. Therefore, hair-to-hair inter-
actions are not considered in this implementation to
achieve real-time performance.

3 IMPLEMENTATION
The hair simulation algorithm is given in pseudo-code
in Figure 3 and the algorithm for solving the equations
of motion of the hair particles is given in Figure 4. At
each frame update, we iterate the springs used in the
simulation a number of times according to the seconds-
per-frame rate and a predefined maximum seconds that
may pass between two frames of the animation. This

Figure 2: Collisions with the head and the bending
stiffness of the strips.

is needed in order to prevent a pass over of the non-
precise time calculation.

A simulation is first initialized, solved and then up-
dated. In our implementation, each hair strand is a sep-
arate simulation of particles and springs that hold those
particles together. Particles are initialized to their sta-
ble states at each frame, i.e. the forces applied on the
masses are set to zero. Each new force adds a new con-
straint to the movement of the mass. A spring is just
an additional force on the two masses that this spring
is virtually connecting together.

At each frame of the simulation, each hair strip,
which is also a simulation itself, is simulated indepen-
dently. All the external forces and the forces that stem
from the springs are added together, which give the
hair its final movement direction. When the end of the
frame update comes, the changes in the velocities of the
particles are calculated, which then affects the change
in the position of the mass. Forces are applied accord-
ing to the time between two frames and the motions of
the virtual particles are simulated afterwards.

Masses have properties such as their position, and
the force that is applied on this mass at an instance.
Springs have properties such as their spring constants,
inner friction constants and their stable lengths. There
are other constants such as the air friction constant,
ground friction constant, ground repulsion constant,
ground absorption constant and most importantly the
gravitational acceleration constant. All these constants
are given when initializing the simulation. A simple
sphere is used for the head and a simple plane is used
for the ground. No collisions applied with the body of
the model.

After the forces on each particle are calculated, these
forces are applied on each particle. Basic physics for-
mulas apply at this point and the velocity of the parti-
cle and its new position are calculated. We used Eu-
ler Method for solving the equations of motion. This
method is not always accurate, but it is simple to im-
plement.

4 RESULTS
We implemented the described methods using the C++
language and OpenGL1. Performance results of our im-

1Animations generated with our implementation can
be seen at http://www.cs.bilkent.edu.tr/
�gudukbay/hairmodeling.html.



procedure SolveHairSimulation {

for i from 0 to numHairStrands do {
// Initialize the masses for this frame
for j from 0 to hair(i)->numParticles do

hair(i)->particle(j)->force := 0;

// Solve spring forces and apply forces
// on the masses that this spring connects
for j from 0 to hair(i)->numSprings do {

hair(i)->spring(j)->force := 0;
// Solve spring equation by taking the
// spring’s internal friction into account
solve(hair(i)->spring(j));

// Apply the spring force to the masses
// in opposite directions
applyForce(hair(i)->spring(j)->particle1,

hair(i)->spring(j)->force);
applyForce(hair(i)->spring(j)->particle2,

-1 * hair(i)->spring(j)->force);
}

// Apply other forces
for j from 0 to hair(i)->numParticles do {

// Apply gravitation
applyForce(hair(i)->particle(j),

gravitation_force);
// Apply air friction
applyForce(hair(i)->particle(j),

air_friction_force);
// Collide with the head
if hair(i)->particle(j) is colliding

with the head then do
applyForce(hair(i)->particle(j),

head_repulsion_force);

// Collide with the ground
if hair(i)->particle(j) is colliding

with the ground then do
{

// Absorb some energy from the hair
// by applying an absorption force
applyForce(hair(i)->particle(j),

ground_absorption_force);
// Apply the ground friction
applyForce(hair(i)->particle(j),

ground_friction_force);
// Apply the ground repulsion
applyForce(hair(i)->particle(j),

ground_repulsion_force);
}

}
}

}

Figure 3: The algorithm for solving the hair simulation

procedure SimulateHair(dt) {

// Solve the simulation
SolveHairSimulation();

for i from 0 to numHairStrands do {
for j from 0 to hair(i)->numParticles do {

// Calculate new velocity of each particle
hair(i)->particle(j)->velocity +=

dt * (hair(i)->particle(j)->force /
hair(i)->particle(j)->mass);

// Calculate new position of each particle
hair(i)->particle(j)->position

+= dt * hair(i)->particle(j)->velocity;
}

}
}

Figure 4: The algorithm for solving the equations of
motion for hair particles

NHS PES NSP SES NSS FPS

100 10 1000 17 1700 62.50
100 15 1500 27 2700 62.50
100 20 2000 37 3700 62.50
100 25 2500 47 4700 31.50

200 5 1000 7 1400 62.50
200 10 2000 17 3400 62.50
200 12 2400 21 4200 32.50
200 14 2800 25 5000 10.60

300 6 1800 9 2700 62.50
300 7 2100 11 3300 45.20
300 8 2400 13 3900 32.00
300 10 3000 17 5100 6.41

400 3 1200 3 1200 62.50
400 5 2000 7 2800 45.20
400 6 2400 9 3600 21.25
400 7 2800 11 4400 8.00

Table 1: Performance results of the simulation. NHS:
Number of Hair Strips, PES: Particles at each Strip,
NSP: Number of Simulated Particles, SES: Springs at
each strip, NSS: Number of Simulated Springs, FPS:
Frames-per-Second.

plementation, running on a computer that has a Pen-
tium IV (HT) 2.80GHz CPU, NVIDIA GeForce FX
5600 chipset VGA Adapter and 512 MB RAM, is given
in Table 1.

All the other parameters that affect the frame rate
were held fixed as the number of particles are increased
in the simulation. As the number of particles changes,
the number of springs connecting the particles together
changes too. Each additional particle adds two more
springs to the system. Total number of springs are
the number of hair strips multiplied by the number of
springs for each strip.

We may derive from the table that after some point,
an increase in the number of particles - and so the
springs - creates an exponential degradation in perfor-
mance. Of course there are other factors affecting these
results such as the usage of alpha blending, increase in
the number of patches as the number of particles in-
crease, the width of the patches used, etc. However,
we could still obtain the realtime performancewith 300
hair stripes each having 8 particles, or 400 hair stripes
each having 5 particles. Most of the force calculation
steps are dedicated to the springs. The spring force
calculation includes a square-root calculation, 3 mul-
tiplications and a division operation. It is possible to
optimize the simulation for speed. We could create a
look-up table for the square-root values to eliminate the
costly square-root function calls.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented our implementation of physically-based
simulation of hair strips. It is still very far to imagine
hair blowing with full rendering and collisions in real-
time, however we obtained promising results. We will
work on other applications of our implementation.

As a future work, levels-of-detail for hair may be
added as described in [KH01] and [WLL�03, WL03].
This can be done in two ways. Either we may decrease
the number of hair strands, or we may decrease the



number of particles used to represent each hair strand
while the viewer is far from the hair. Both of these
methods reduce the calculations needed in terms of dy-
namics and graphics.

Besides, other collisions, such as the ones with the
body and obstacles, etc., and other external forces, such
as the wind, static electricity, etc., could be handled.
Wet hair simulation could be done by increasing the
weight of each particle in the hair. Another improve-
ment could be adding hair shape modeling into our
framework. A comb, which is used to brush the hair
would not be just a fine addition, but also it would be a
good practice of dynamics.
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